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Structure of the afternoon session

1. NRNs’ perspective on the purpose of self-assessment
2. Discussion/ working groups: from outputs towards results
First message...

ENRD and NRNs have the same objectives...
ENRD Contact Point & NSUs both provide (similar) services...

Common challenge: How to assess the results of our activities? How to improve? How to demonstrate the added value of networking?
Second message...

ENRD CP/ Helpdesk are not the experts... but all of you are

Sharing of experience & practices: Putting together what we learnt through the previous period & what we plan to do...
Third message...

The assessment of results/effects of networks is in the focus of discussion...

We would like to ...

...be very practical & concrete (existing and planned tools for assessing results)

...collect useful tools & methods (share through Self-assessment toolkit)

...plan next steps (what can be done jointly / what support is needed)